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Summary abstract 

CASE STUDY BARAKALDO-003: “Restoring agent-entrepreneurs (energy service companies, ESC) and 

the public private partnerships: alternative public financing models, joint ventures”. (11
th

 ULSG Topic). 

The biggest handicap in the urban regeneration intervention is the lack of funds and more precisely, the 

lack of financial capability to face this type of operations. According to this perspective and considering 

the new philosophy under which urbanistic interventions have to be developed –entrepreneurial or trade 

freedom-, implies the assumption of private sector models and the selection of agents with granted 

economic viability and specialized legal-technique knowledge (“restoring” o “regenerating” agent, 

translation of the legal name of “agente rehabilitador o regenerador”). 

 

On the other hand, the inviability of the public subsidies plan on short or medium time span, along with 

the public administration budget stability legal changes, makes mandatory to think about new 

development and specially finance mechanisms and strategies. Up now, Spain has been prolific in the 

PPP tools development, but these PPP models and instruments have been mainly contractual and/or 

instrumental (100% public capital). Inside the institutional PPP instruments (public-private mix capital 

companies) we still have a long way to go, a part of having to adapt to budget control conditions and to 

the management of the public administrations deficit, that will radically change the conception and 

management we make of them. In this sense, within the European Union there are alternative ways that 

might be explored, that will lead us to identify and apply new PPP models, regarding the mixed capital 

corporations, in order to unblock the chronic paralysis of the urban regeneration. 
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In this Study Case, we simply made a research and debate process, due to the 

lack of new examples of PPP in Spain, because the recent legal changes made on 

the economic stability policies.  

So first, we took take a look to the PPP tools, as the European Directives and 

Communications frequently identifies as the most suitable economic instrument 

for the urban regeneration intervention. At the same time, we thought it was 

necessary to make a previous analysis according the following questions: 

- Up now, which have been the Spanish PPP models (according to the 

Spanish legal system)? 

- What is a PPP according to the EU regulations? 

- Which have been the recent legal and technical changes taken place, 

that will redefine PPP instruments in Spain?. 

- Which are the characteristics of these new models, examples and 

instruments of PPP on international scale, valid for urban regeneration 

interventions? 

- Which are the challenges and problems for the creation and further 

development of the type of instruments? 

With this research in mind and considering the bibliographic sources described, 

we developed an initial debate among the ULSG Core members and the 

Barakaldo´s Town Government representatives in order to reach a common 

ground knowledge on the theme and try to extract some initial conclusions, that 

could be latter on checked with other ULSG members. 
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The themes discussed can be summarized in: 

Apart from the contractual and institutional PPP models, we have to be aware 

of some other types, as the one widely developed in Spain since 1956, even 

though it could be considered as a weird PPP model. It can be considered as PPP, 

because the Public Administration defines the project and the private owners 

manage, finance and develop, under the supervision and collaboration of the 

public administration. In this model there is a subsidiary economic responsibility 

of the public administration (as guarantor in some effects of the process and as 

the responsible entity of the transformation process). Anyhow is not a perfect 

PPP model because: 

On the project definition: There is a formal exclusive competence of the public 

administration. Nevertheless the private initiative is allowed to participate and, 

moreover, in most of the cases, this exclusive competence has been developed in 

collaboration bases with the private initiative, formal and informal. 
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This PPP model is based in the remuneration to the private developer through 

the assignment of a building potential (roof sqr meters per plot sqr meters), with 

no cost to the public administration on what budget accounting is concern. It is 

important to acknowledge the building potential and the real state dynamics in 

Spain (along with the exemption to the private owners of conservation and 

maintenance costs of the area), has determined that the building potential is 

high valued (a good example is the of the Real Madrid Sport City urban 

intervention, which has allowed this football team to easily compete in the 

football stars contracting race). 

This PPP model has been used in new urban development interventions, but not 

so much on urban regeneration and renewal interventions, because precisely in 

these operations the building potential increased value, compared to the 

intervention costs, made the operation less interesting. 

On the other hand, the law system allowed the contractual PPP model, where 

Barakaldo has developed several examples, such as Beurko and Retuerto 

interventions. 

Compared to other urban interventions, regeneration operations have specific 

characteristics for the PPP model developments. On urban regeneration 

interventions, the interest of the private owners in the area is prevalent than the 

general or public interest or even the restoring companies interest (construction, 

restoration and urban construction companies). Therefore, this type of 

interventions should be characterized as private initiative (actual owners 

initiative), that might need the public administration (tax-raising power 

handover, infrastructure interventions, tax-lease, financial support, etc.) and 

private companies contribution.  

Citizens “Tax Compact” is identified as another key element for the urban tissue 

sustainability and maintenance. The actual urban tax-charges do not cover the 

cost of the public urban services deployed, so this gap is covered with some 

other taxes and incomes. There is a lack of awareness of the citizens on relation 

to the urban public services deployed and their costs. 

On common urban element and spaces maintenance management, there are 

serious doubts about the viability of the ECUs (Urban Conservation Entities, 

existing since 1956). Not only from the economic point of view, but in the 

citizens assumption in participating and conservation duties. 
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Questions: 

- Should the urban regeneration interventions be a public administrations 

economic initiative? Or should they be a private owner’s initiative? 

- According to the new legal regulations, if the urban regeneration 

interventions are mandatory, how are PPP instruments related? 

- Is there a public interest on urban regeneration interventions or is it a 

private interest, no matter we are dealing with the public space? Who has 

more interest? Are there any other interest related? 

- As long as compulsory participation defined by law, is there any public 

duty? 

 

Conclusions: 

- In urban regeneration interventions any PPP model is doomed to failure if 

we not change the focus and the way of intervention in the existing urban 

tissue. 

- For us, the Anglo-Saxon PPP model is not useful on legal, social and 

cultural basis. Our citizens do not understand or share the idea. 

- Theoretically, the urban regeneration interventions should be mainly a 

private initiative, but our heritage and precedents make impossible to get 

rid of the actual urban intervention model (based on subsidies and direct 

public intervention). 

- The only possible urban regeneration intervention is the one that comes 

bottom-up (with the primary private owner´s involvement in all meanings), 

where the public administration helps to manage, to take decisions and to 

ease the management (do not invest any public money or if it does, no 

more than a 10% of the total expending of the intervention). 

- We need a cultural and mental change. Being an owner implies more that 

paying a mortgage, implies assuming the duties of maintaining private 

and public elements, which the citizens are the primary interested. 
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